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Research Methodology & Procedure
Research Range
9
Innovation of the Olympic Main Stadium
Before thesis started Q: What is the problem with the existing Olympic Stadium?
A: I found Many Olympic venues have been abandoned 
because of low utilization rate, high cost of maintenance 
and demolition, the remote location from the city, and so 
on.
Q: What drives adaptive reuse of an Olympic Stadium? 
Why adaptive reuse if problems were not derived from the 
initial architectural design but operation aspects?
A: The original intention for the adaptive reuse of many 
buildings is not due to the defects caused by the original 
architectural design, but because the new program can 
bring extra benefi ts that the original program cannot bring. 
This is the essence of adaptive reuse - enhance the value 
of the original building through space transformation.




Taking Olympic Main Stadium As The Typology of Research
1.1 Iteration of Thesis Intent
10
01 Introduction
The thesis explores the potential for spatial transformation of the superstructure 
by taking the Olympic main stadium as a typology of the research.
Looking at the afterlife of the Olympic main stadium, the stadium and games are often 
displacing people for the stadium. For instance, some stadiums and arenas were 
falling into disuse and dilapidation mere months after the 2004 Athens Olympics 
games. People no longer use them, let the weeds grow, and the facilities are 
gradually damaged by the wind and sun. Leaving a hole in government budgets and 
emptiness in the city. 
I propose to carry the knowledge and discoveries of the potential, to revitalize 
the stadium and serve the community it displaced. Generating a prototype 
of stadium design that keeps normal sports function during the game and can be 
repurposed for the community after the game. The reuse capitalizes on vast unused 
spaces while retaining the original superstructure of the stadium as a sustainable 
reference for future stadium design with the potential for application worldwide and 




1. Tend to be located in a suburban area with a high density of population.
2. Mono-functional character that blocks the interaction with the life of the city.
3. High maintenance costs and low utilization rate. 
4. Poor initial planning.
5. The contemporary stadium gradually strengthens other commercial uses to try to 
balance high maintenance costs, such as hosting concerts, exhibitions, and cultural 
events except for sporting, but those activities are short-term which still cannot 
afford the high maintenance costs. 
6. The situation is the big structures often built without a conscious approach 
regarding the future of the stadiums in the cities' ecosystem.
7. The contemporary stadium was equipped with a relatively complete infrastructure 
and transportation system at the beginning of stadium design for the convenience 
of athletes and many spectators.
1.3 Research Context
What is the method of spatial transformation?
What is the typology of Stadium?
How to spatially transform the stadium to new space by carrying he knowledge of 
spatial ransformation?




1.5 Research Methodology & Procedure
Preparation for Research
• Defi ning Research Subject
• Aims, Objectives, Research Questions
Review of the Subject
• Literature Review/ Internet Research
• Review of existing Researches
• Technical Design Review
Research Document Development
• Review Existing Certifi cation Methods
• Generation Evaluation Matrix, Diagrams, Drawings
• Defi ning, Cataloging Criteria, Standards, Requirements
Conclusions
• General Conclusions for the Subject
• Conclusions Comparative Assessment
Case Study, Analysis & Discussion
• Collecting Objects, Data, Drawing
• Analysis and Comparison of Results
• Discussion and Evaluation of Results








Carrying knowledge and discoveries to 
revitalize the community.
Think Back to the Stadium Design based 
on the knowledge and discoveries of 
transformation.
Two "S" Stratergy - Spatial Transformation & 
Socia Transformation applied to typology 
study.
Generating a stadium prototype based on 
the typology study. This Prototype achieve 
the level of adaptive reuse and ready for 
Remodeling







Data from Wikipedia contributors.
2016 Rio Brazil
New competition venues
Carioca Arena 1 Basketball 16000 D
Carioca Arena 2 Judo and Wrestling 10000 D
Carioca Arena 3 Fencing and Taekwondo 10000 D
Olympic Aquatics Stadium Swimming and Waterpolo (play offs) 15000 it was dismantled and its partsD
Olympic BMX Centre Cycling (BMX) 6000 D
Olympic Golf Course Golf 20000 D
Olympic Hockey Centre Pictogram. Field hockey 15,000 (10,000 court 1, 5,000 court 2) D
Olympic Tennis Centre (Main Court) Pictogram. Tennis 19750 D
Deodoro Olympic Whitewater Stadium Pictogram. Canoe/Kayak (slalom) 8000 D
Rio Olympic Velodrome Pictogram. Cycling (track) 5000 D
Youth Arena (Deodoro) Pictogram. Basketball (women's preliminary round), Pic5000 D
Existing competition venues
Deodoro Aquatics Centre Pictogram. Modern pentathlon (swimming) 2000 A
Maracanã Stadium Ceremonies and Pictogram. Football (semifinal 2, finals 74738 A
Olympic Stadium (Engenhão) Pictogram. Football (8 x group), Pictogram. Athletics (tr60000 Structural problems in the roo B
Rodrigo de Freitas Lagoon Pictogram. Rowing, Pictogram. Canoe/Kayak (sprint) 14000 B
Maracanãzinho Arena Pictogram. Volleyball 12000 A
Maria Lenk Aquatics Center Pictogram. Diving, Pictogram. Synchronized swimming, 6500 The lack of sports activities on B
Marina da Glória Pictogram. Sailing 10000 B
Olympic Equestrian Center Pictogram. Equestrian 14000 B
Olympic Shooting Center Pictogram. Shooting TBD B
Rio Olympic Arena (HSBC Arena) Pictogram. Gymnastics 12000 A
Riocentro – Pavilion 6 Pictogram. Boxing 9000 A
Riocentro – Pavilion 3 Pictogram. Table tennis 7000 A
Riocentro – Pavilion 4 Pictogram. Badminton 6500 A
Sambódromo Pictogram. Archery, Pictogram. Athletics (marathon) 36000 B
Temporary competition venues
Copacabana Stadium Pictogram. Beach volleyball 12000 C
Deodoro Stadium Pictogram. Modern pentathlon (riding, combined runni15000 C
Fort Copacabana Pictogram. Marathon swimming, Pictogram. Cycling (ro5000 C
Future Arena Pictogram. Handball 12000 After the games, the venue waC
Mountain Bike Centre Pictogram. Cycling (mountain biking) 5000 C
Pontal Pictogram. Athletics (racewalking), Pictogram. Cycling ( 5000 C
Riocentro – Pavilion 2 Pictogram. Weightlifting 6500 C
Competition venues outside Rio de Janeiro
Mané Garrincha National Stadium Pictogram. Football (8 x group, quarterfinals) 69394 A
Mineirão Pictogram. Football (6 x group, quarterfinals, W semifin58170 A
Itaipava Arena Fonte Nova Pictogram. Football (8 x group, quarterfinals) 51700 A
Arena Corinthians Pictogram. Football (6 x group, quarterfinals, M semifin48234 A
Arena da Amazônia Pictogram. Football (6 x group) 40549 A
Disuse/Abandond
Year City Countr Stadium/Venues Sports/Events held at Venue Capacity Post Olympic Use Renovation After disuse/abandoned
Research Range: From 2000 Sydney to 2016 Rio (5 Olympic Games)
Disuse/Abandond
Year City Countr Stadium/Venues Sports/Events held at Venue Capacity Post Olympic Use Renovation After disuse/abandoned
Research Range: From 2000 Sydney to 2016 Rio (5 Olympic Games)
2012 LondonEngland
Olympic Park Zone
Aquatics Centre Diving, Modern Pentathlon (swimming), Swimming, Syn17500 After the Paralympic Games, t Permanent
Basketball Arena Basketball, Handball (medal round) 12000 was dismantled in January 201Temporary
BMX Track Cycling (BMX) 6000 public use and reopening in Ju Permanent1
Eton Manor Wheelchair Tennis 10500 Lee Valley Hockey and Tennis CPermanent
Copper Box Handball, Modern Pentathlon (fencing) 7000 Permanent
Velodrome Cycling (track) 6000 The Eastway Cycle Circuit was Permanent1
Riverbank Arena Field Hockey 16000 Riverbank Arena was dismantl Temporary2
reopened in June 2014 and is the current ground of Wapping Hockey Club.
Olympic Stadium Athletics, Ceremonies (opening/closing) 80000 Permanent
Water Polo Arena Water polo 5,00 Temporary
River Zone
ExCeL Boxing, Fencing, Judo, Table Tennis, Taekwondo, Weighfrom 5,000 to 10,000
Greenwich Park Equestrian, Modern Pentathlon (riding, running, shooti 23,000 (OG) The park is open year round. It is listed Grade I on the Register of Historic Parks and Gardens.
North Greenwich Arena Basketball (final), Gymnastics (artistic, trampolining) 20,000 (OG)
Royal Artillery Barracks Shooting 7,500 (OG)
Central Zone
All England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club Tennis 30000
Earls Court Exhibition Centre Volleyball (indoor) 15000 Earls Court Two was demolished by Capco Plc in 2015.
Horse Guards Parade Volleyball (beach) 15000
Hyde Park Swimming (marathon), Triathlon 3000
Lord's Cricket Ground Archery 6500
Marathon Course Athletics (marathon and race walk) Not listed.
Wembley Arena Badminton, Gymnastics (rhythmic) 6000 AEG Facilities had signed a 15 year contract to operate the arena.
Wembley Stadium Football 90000 will host seven games at UEFA Euro 2020
Outside Greater London
Brands Hatch Cycling (road)
Dorney Lake Canoeing (sprint), Rowing 30,000 maximum (OG)
6,000 (PG)
Hadleigh Farm Cycling (mountain biking) 20,000 (includes 3,000 seating)
Lee Valley White Water Centre Canoeing (slalom) 12,000 maximum
Weymouth and Portland National Sailing AcadeSailing 4,600 (OG)
17,400 (PG)
Football stadiums








Data from Wikipedia contributors.
Disuse/Abandond
Year City Countr Stadium/Venues Sports/Events held at Venue Capacity Post Olympic Use Renovation After disuse/abandoned
Research Range: From 2000 Sydney to 2016 Rio (5 Olympic Games)
Disuse/Abandond
Year City Countr Stadium/Venues Sports/Events held at Venue Capacity Post Olympic Use Renovation After disuse/abandoned
Research Range: From 2000 Sydney to 2016 Rio (5 Olympic Games)
2008 Beijing China
Olympic Green
National Stadium Opening Ceremony 91,000 spectatohosting multi purposed events
Track & Feld Used for 2022 Winter Olympic
Closing Ceremony
National Aquatics Center Swimming, diving, synchronized swimming 17,000 (6,000) Indoor Water Park, Used for 2022 Winter Olympic
Beijing National Indoor Stadium Gymnastics (artistic, trampoline), Handball (final) 19000 used for ice hockey during the 2022 Winter Olympic Games
Olympic Green Convention Center Fencing, shooting, fencing disciplines of the modern pe6000 conventions and exhibitions, used again for the 2022 Winter Olympics.
Olympic Green Hockey Field Field Hockey 17000 It was torn down to make room for the National Speed Skating Oval.
Olympic Green Archery Field Archery 5000 Dismantled
Olympic Green Tennis Center Tennis, wheelchair tennis 32400
Universities Gymnasiums
Beijing Science and Technology University Gym Judo, Taekwondo 8024
Beijing University of Technology Gymnasium Badminton, Gymnastics (rhythmic) 7500
China Agricultural University Gymnasium Wrestling 8000
Peking University Gymnasium Table tennis 8000
Beihang University Gymnasium Weightlifting 5400
Beijing Institute of Technology Gymnasium Volleyball 5000
New competition venues
Beijing Shooting Range Hall Shooting (pistol, rifle) 9000
Laoshan Velodrome Cycling (track) 6000
Shunyi Olympic Rowing Canoeing Park Rowing, Canoeing, and Swimming (marathon) 37000 abandoned
Wukesong Indoor Stadium Basketball 18000 Used for 2022 Winter Olympic
Existing competition venues
Beijing Shooting Range Clay Target Field Shooting (shotgun) 5000
Capital Indoor Stadium Volleyball (final) 18000 Used for 2022 Winter Olympic
Fengtai Softball Field Softball 13000
Laoshan Mountain Bike Course Cycling (Mountain Bike) 2000
Olympic Sports Centre Football, Modern Pentathlon (riding, running) 36228
Olympic Sports Center Gymnasium Handball 7000
Workers Indoor Arena Boxing 13000
Workers Stadium Football 70161 Used for the 2023 AFC Asian Cup
Ying Tung Natatorium Water Polo, Modern Pentathlon (swimming) 4852
Temporary competition venues
Beach Volleyball Ground Volleyball (beach) 12000
BMX Field Cycling (BMX) 4000
Triathlon Venue Triathlon 10000
Urban Road Cycling Course Cycling (road race) n/a[n 2]
Wukesong Baseball Field Baseball 18000 the facilities were demolished as planned, for a shopping mall
Competition venues outside Beijing
Hong Kong Equestrian Venues Equestrian 18000
Qingdao International Sailing Center Sailing n/a[n 2]
Qinhuangdao Olympic Sports Center Stadium Football 33572
Shanghai Stadium Football 80000
Shenyang Olympic Sports Center Stadium Football 60000
Tianjin Olympic Center Stadium Football 60000
2004 AthensGreek
Athens Olympic Sports Complex
Athens Olympic Aquatic Centre Diving, Swimming, Synchronized swimming, Water polo23,000 (total ofVery low utilization rate
Athens Olympic Tennis Centre Tennis 15,000 (all courts)
Athens Olympic Velodrome Cycling (track) 3300
Nikos Galis Olympic Indoor Hall Basketball (final), Gymnastics (artistic, trampolining) 19250 2021 EuroLeague Final Four.
Olympic Stadium Ceremonies (opening/ closing), Athletics, Football (fina 72000 used as a home arena, at one time or another,
Helliniko Olympic Complex
Fencing Hall Fencing 8000
Helliniko Indoor Arena Basketball, Handball (final) 15000
Olympic Baseball Centre Baseball Not listed. The Olympic Baseball Centre's main stadium underwent renovations for football use
Olympic Canoe/Kayak Slalom Centre Canoeing (slalom) 3150 a state of disuse, with the course drained
Olympic Hockey Centre Field hockey 20000 he hockey centre has since fallen into disuse and disrepair.
Olympic Softball Stadium Softball Not listed. The stadium has since fallen into disuse and disrepair
Faliro Coastal Zone Olympic Complex
Faliro Olympic Beach Volleyball Centre Volleyball (beach) 8000 On May 8, 2016 Hellenic Parliament passed law by which Centre was given to Ministry of Justice
Faliro Sports Pavilion Arena Handball, Taekwondo 10000 Host mutilpel events
Peace and Friendship Stadium Volleyball (indoor) 11564
Goudi Olympic Complex
Goudi Olympic Hall Badminton 8000 The building was eventually converted into a versatile facility, suitable for medium and large sca
Olympic Modern Pentathlon Centre Modern pentathlon 10000
Markopoulo Olympic Complex
Markopoulo Olympic Equestrian Centre Equestrian
Markopoulo Olympic Shooting Centre Shooting
Football venues
Kaftanzoglio Stadium (Thessaloniki) Football 27770
Karaiskakis Stadium (Athens) Football 33334
Pampeloponnisiako Stadium (Patras) Football 23588
Pankritio Stadium (Heraklion) Football 26240
Panthessaliko Stadium (Volos) Football 22700
Other venues
Agios Kosmas Olympic Sailing Centre Sailing 8000 turned over to the private sector (Seirios AE),
Ano Liosia Olympic Hall Judo, Wrestling 10000
Galatsi Olympic Hall Gymnastics (rhythmic), Table tennis 6200
Kotzia Square Cycling (individual road race) 3150
Marathon (city) Athletics (marathon start) Not listed.
Nikaia Olympic Weightlifting Hall Weightlifting Not listed.
Panathenaic Stadium Archery, Athletics (marathon finish) 7,500 (archery)
34,500 (athletics marathon finish) [27]
Parnitha Olympic Mountain Bike Venue Cycling (mountain biking) Not listed.
Peristeri Olympic Boxing Hall Boxing 5600
Schinias Olympic Rowing and Canoeing Centre Canoeing (sprint), Rowing 14000
Stadium at Olympia Athletics (shot put) Not listed.

























2.1.1 General Defi nition
2.1.2 Other Defi nitions
Adaptive Reuse is the process of repurposing an existing building for a purpose other than which 
it was originally built or designed for (Wikipedia contributors, 2012). It can be reasonably argued 
that adaptation is a method of extending the useful life of buildings and hence their sustainability by a 
combination of improvement and conversion.
A process that retains as much as possible of the original building while upgrading the performance to 
suit modern standards and changing user requirements (Latham, 2000).
Conversion of a building to undertake a modifi ed change of use required by new or existing owners 
(Douglas, 2002). 
Rehabilitation or renovation of existing buildings or structures for any uses other than the present uses 
(Dolnick & Davidson, 1999).
A process that changes a disused or ineffective item into a new item that can be used for a different 
purpose (DEH, 2004).
 
Design Strategies Architectonic Expressions 
Robert 1989 Brooker & Stone 2004 Jäger 2010 Cramer & Breitling 2007 
Building within Insertion Transformation Modernisation Correspondence 






Intervention Building alongside 
















The most sustainable building is the existing building. Adaptive reuse is such a way to explore more 
potentials of architectural space transformation and building sustainability under existing conditions. It's a 
dialect of building space conversion. It fully demonstrates respect for existing buildings and actively applies 
existing advanced building technologies to make our world more sustainable. Through learning adaptive 
reuse, better understand the transformative potential of architectural space. According to the works of Park 
and White, adaptive reuse architecture is categorized based on various characteristics of the existing mass 
and the basic relationship between existing building mass and the new elements.
2.1.3 Method
Figure 01: Analogy between described strategies towards adaptive reuse.
No contact - spatial tention
Edge to edge contact
Surface to surface contact
Intertwined volumes
A new autonomous element-the dimensions 
of which are completely dictated by those of 
the existing, it is built to fit, is placed within in 
confi nes the existing.
Insertion
The existing building is so transformed that it can 
no longer viably exist independently and the 
nature of the remodeling is such that the old and 
the new are completely intertwined.
Intervention
The old and the new exist independently. The 
new elements are placed within the boundaries 
of the building. The fit is not exact and the 
elements could be removed when the building 
would revert to its original state.
Installation
Figure 02: The extent of transformation of an existing building, including the three categories/strategies, four diagrams that 
illustrate the physical application, and a numeric scale that links the two measures.
18
02 Transformation
1. Planes define space. The various planes can control the visual and physical limits of the space 
(Gewirtzman, 2017).
2. Light controls space and form (Gewirtzman, 2017).
3. Surface is the tactile element that establishes a direct relationship between human contact and the 
building, using materials, ergonomics, etc (Gewirtzman, 2017).
4. Objects can manipulate space, movement, and visual directions. The objects can be of any scale or 
type and can enhance the space they occupy (Gewirtzman, 2017).
5. Openings are focal points in the building. They creates views, provide orientation, and establish 
relationships between spaces (Gewirtzman, 2017).
6. Movement can prove to be more than purely functional, forming sculptural elements and focal points 
within the building (Gewirtzman, 2017).
Tactics express the actual qualities of the building. The selection of details and style gives the building its 
character (Brookner & Stone, 2004). The tactics employed in the remodeling of a building can be seen 
as the elements or details that support the overall strategy. Brookner and Stone defi ned six tactics they 
claimed were consistently used in remodeling (Gewirtzman, 2017).
2.1.4 Remodeling Tactics
Figure 10: Tactics of remodeling and physical attributes in Caixa Forum. Source: Photographs by D. Fisher-Gewirtzman.
Figure 11: Compiles the relevant diagrams for all precedents, highlighting diagrams that are relevant for Chaixa Forum, Madrid. 




Comparative Value Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project 4 Project 5 Project 6 Project 7
Architecture/Proposal Rendering
Figure 03 Figure 04 Figure 05 Figure 06 Figure 07 Figure 08 Figure 09
Project
Danish National Maritime 
Museum
Tate Modern Coal Drops Yard Empire Stores Gasometer City
Shougang NO.3 Blast 
Furnace Museum 
Ponce City Market
Location Helsingør, Denmark London, UK UK  Brooklyn, NY, US Vienna, Austria Beijing, China Atlanta, GA, US
First Built 1950s 1947 1850s 19th century 1899 1919 1925
After 2013 2000 2018 2016 1999-2001 2017 2020
Architect/Group BIG Herzog & de Meuron Heatherwick Studio S9 Architecture
Jean Nouvel, Coop 
Himmelblau, Manfred 
Wehdorn and Wilhelm 
Holzbauer
CCTN Design S9 Architecture
Adaptive Reuse Stratergy Intervension Intervension Installation Intervension Intervension Installation Intervension
Structure Changing Ratio 85% 85% 100% 80% 70% 95% 50%
Prorgam Presevation Ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Original Use Old Dry Dock  Factory heritage rail buildings warehouse gas tanks blast furnace
 Sears regional distribution 
centers
New Use Museum Museum shopping district
Commercial spaces,  
exhibition










The most sustainable building is the existing building. Adaptive reuse is such a way to explore more 
potentials of architectural space transformation and building sustainability under existing conditions. It's a 
dialect of building space conversion. It fully demonstrates respect for existing buildings and actively applies 
existing advanced building technologies to make our world more sustainable. Through learning adaptive 
reuse, better understand the transformative potential of architectural space. According to the works of Park 
and White, adaptive reuse architecture is categorized based on various characteristics of the existing mass 





















2004 Olympic Stadium of Athens
2008 Beijing National Stadium
2012 London Stadium
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3.1.1 Urban Context & Site
3.1.1.1 Urban Context 3.1.1.2 Site
3.1.1.3 Site Type
Urban Site - one located in a central part of the town city
Semi-urban -  refers to a location on the outskirts but still within the city limits
Out-of-town/Greenfi eld -  refers to a site outside the city
Urban sites have the obvious advantage of easy access to public transport 
networks. However, car parking may be problematic due to a lack of avail-
able space and/or the high cost of land. On match days, or other event 
days, the streets around the stadium may require rigid access control. This 
will need to be clearly understood and closely coordinated with the local 
authorities and community (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 34).
A semi-urban site offers the advantage of lower land costs, but should still 
have good, or at least reasonable, access to the public transport network. 
Cheaper land costs may make it possible to acquire a larger site, which will 
provide greater scope for the inclusion of facilities such as on-site car parking. 
The fact that the stadium is located in a less densely populated area will also 
reduce the obvious impact of a new-build on the surrounding area, which 
will limit the potential risk of disputes with the local community. Overall, there 
are many obvious arguments in favor of a semi-urban location; however, the 
optimal type of location for any given project should be carefully assessed 
on a case-by-case basis (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 34).
The out-of-town option can often be attractive as the cost of land tends to 
be much lower than for urban sites. The most obvious drawback is likely to 
be reduced public transport links, which will have implications for the site’s 
accessibility. When opting for an out-of-town location, it makes good sense 
to identify a site that is within easy reach of hotels, hospitals, railway stations 
and even a local airport (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 34).
From the town planning aspect, sports facilities must fi t well into the terrain and the transport and utility 
supply conditions should be good: rail, bus, tram stops, large car parks, etc. Irrespective of the location, 
good public transport links are essential, especially for medium-sized and large stadiums (UEFA Guide To 
Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 38).
The site should be large enough to comfortably accommodate the stadium and allow easy pedestrian 
circulation around the perimeter. The site should have a fl exible confi guration, enabling the venue to be 
modifi ed for other uses in the future, or expanded to increase capacity. Industry in the immediate vicinity 
should be avoided because smoke, smell and noise are undesirable (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 
2010, p. 37).





3.1.2.2 Hosing Sport Type
Sports stadiums of the 20th century were large, introverted structures, usually dedicated to a single sport 
such as soccer, rugby, American football and baseball, or tennis, and designed to provide spectators with 
the best possible view of the fi eld. Since the 1990s, there has been a growing awareness of the need to 
design stadiums that are not left inactive for days at a time and can generate income to cover their large 
maintenance costs. This has led to an increase in stadiums that are used for more than one sport and for other 




Potential To Host Larger Events
More Land Use
Less Concentrated
The stadium focuses on hosting multiple types of sports.
Single Sport
The stadium focuses on hosting one type of sports which the type of sports 






The orientations of ancient arenas were usually west-east or 
south-north,according to the various times of competitions 
(Neufert & Neufert, 2012, p. 318). Playing fi eld is oriented 
north-south to protect from the direct glare to the players. The 
angle of the playing fi eld is in relation to the sum and the 
prevailing weather condition. In research from Moussavi 
(2014, p. 474), orientation of the playing fi eld with respect to 
the sun and the prevailing winds: This must be considered for 
the time of year in which a sport will be played in a particular 
location. For athletics, it is preferable to orient the longitudinal 
axis of the track 15° west of north.
3.1.2.4 Playing Filed Dimension
National Stadium - Athletics, Running Track, Jump
Figure 13: Small outdoor amphitheater seating 
dimensions.






Symmetry Integrity Section Continuity
Basic geometry is composed of a playing fi eld and the bowl around it. Geometry is defi ned by three main 
coeffi cients: symmetry, integrity, and section continuity. Symmetry refers to the symmetry of the geometric 
shape relative to the horizontal and vertical axis of the playing fi eld. Integrity refers to whether the bowl is 
closed. Section continuity refers to whether the section remains unchanged (the change in the morphology of 
the section caused by the change of Vomitory is not considered here). The change in the number of tiers and 
the asymmetry of the geometry will cause the change in the continuity of the section.
In modern stadium design, the oval-shaped stadium is considered the best choice in stadium design, 
because it provides the best vision Quality for the spectators and carries more capacity than other 
forms. Unfold box, rectangular, and polygon form often appear in the design of football stadium. 
U-shape, Budapest, and segmented only appeared in the ancient stadium design.
Biaxial
Biaxial or Uni-axial: Under the same conditions, the biaxial 
symmetry has a larger capacity than the uni-axial symmetry.
Open bowl or Closed bowl: Different design considerations affect 
the integrity of the bowl. Open bowl allows the introduction of sports 
programs on the open side. The closed bowl provides a relatively 
isolated environment for the playing fi eld.
Constant Section or Changing Section: Bowls can be composed 
of a single-tier that remains constant in both plan and section wraps 
around the playing fi eld. Alternatively, the tier can vary in plan in order 
to provide more seating on one side of the stadium. 
Open Bowl Constant SectionUni-axial Closed Bowl Changing Section











































Figure 17: Stockhoolm Stadium
Stockholm 1912
Figure 18: Old National Stadium
Tokyo 1964
Figure 19: Gillette Stadium Figure 20: London Stadium
London 2012
Figure 21: Seoul Olympic Stadium
Seoul 1988
Figure 23: Allianz Riviera Stadium
Nice, France
F i g u re  24:  H i t ach i  Cap i ta l 
Mobility Stadias
Figure 25: Forsyth Barr stadium Figure 26:  Braga Munic ipal 
Stadium




3.1.4 Division & Module
3.1.4.1 Block Division & Layout
The bowl will be divided into a number of blocks, usually such changes occur in the different geometric 
connections and structural divisions. On the one hand to make the geometric shapes better connected 
together, on the other hand to facilitate construction, such a volume segmentation It also provides a 




Spectator’s vision is perpendicular and the 
seating block is constant
Spectator’s vision is either perpendicular to the 
playing fi eld or toward the center,  and the 
seating block is changing
Spectator’s vision is facing toward the center of 
playing fi eld,  and the seating block is constant
28
03 Typology
3.1.4.2  Block Relationships 3.1.4.3 Dimension Requirements
The bowl in the stadium is composed of several big blocks, and each big block contains 
small blocks. In each block, there is at least one vomitory. The amount of vomitory in each 
block depends on the tier type which will be introduced in the next section.
Seats with backrests offer more comfort (height min. 30 cm according to FIFA guidelines) and there must 
be a clear passage width of 40 cm between rows of seats. Seats must be arranged in blocks of max. 
30 rows (Neufert & Neufert, 2012, p. 319). Behind and between the blocks, there must be aisles with a 
min. width of 1.20 m (Neufert & Neufert, 2012, p. 319). 
Depending on the layout of the access and exit routes, each row of seats may contain 20 places if there 
is an aisle to the open air at one side, or 40 places if there is an aisle to the open air at both sides. Sitting 
and standing places must be separated. A 1.20 m width of escape route (stairs, ramps, level surfaces) 
must be provided for every 600 places, with a minimum width of 1.20 m (Neufert & Neufert, 2012, p. 
319).
In order to ensure that standing areas fi ll and empty evenly and to avoid dangerous crashes, they should 
be divided into blocks of about 2500 places. These blocks should be fenced apart and separately 
accessed (Neufert & Neufert, 2012, p. 319).
Within a block of the standing terrace, “wave breakers”(crash barriers) should be provided. It must be 
ensured that seen from each standing place, there is a suitably strong parapet about 1.1 m high within 
10 rows (Neufert & Neufert, 2012, p. 319).
Vomitories are the enclosed stairways and passageways leading from the internal concourses into the 
stadium bowl. Gangways are the stepped passages between the rows of seating via which spectators 
access their seats (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 50).
Vomitories and gangways should be designed to allow the optimum fl ow of people in normal operating 
conditions, but they must also be able to cope with increased fl ows in emergency situations, in the event 
that the stadium needs to be evacuated (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 50).
Determining the correct dimensions for these areas is vital in order to meet stadium safety requirements, 
so they should be carefully calculated in accordance with the relevant local regulations and standards 
(UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 50).
Figure 29: Rectangular Blocks
Figure 27: Transaction seat position rows at seat level.
Figure 30: Sectored Blocks
Figure 28: Transaction row lengths with gangways.
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3.1.5 Seating & Stands
Bowl seating: There are typically 25 and at most 28 seats in a row, but this depends on local guidelines. 
The maximum angle of seating is 34 degrees. If the spectator places are arranged in a multi-row layout, 
suffi cient super-elevation should be provided to improve the viewing conditions. For smaller stands with up 
to 20 rows of standing places or 10 rows of seating, this can be a linear gradient of 1:2, but in all other 
stadiums the linear gradient should be parabolic. In this case the gradient for sitting and standing places 
can be determined by using spectators’ sight line construction, with the super-elevation 12 cm for standing 
places and 15 cm for rows of seats (Neufert & Neufert, 2012, p. 319).
Figure 31: Sight line construction & standing terrace. Figure 32: Seating steps
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03 Typology
Parabolic Curve - the best arrangement for a stadium.
Seating Angle  - A general rule is to limit the rake to 34 degrees, which is the approximate angle of stairs, 
because anything steeper could make spectators feel a sense of vertigo as they descend (Yaroni, 2011, p. 
43).
Viewing Distance - Once the use of the stadium is specifi ed, the designers must decide the best way 
to organize the seating around the playing fi eld.
Optimum Viewing Distance - 90m
Good Viewing Distance - 150m
Maximum Viewing Distance - 190m (International regulations specify that those seats that are at a range 
greater than 190m, or seats with restricted sight-lines, are omitted from the computation of the maximum 
capacity.)(Seating, 2019).
C-value - A factor which specifi es the sight line (Seating, 2019).
C = the C-value
D = the horizontal distance from each individual position to the point of focus ( the edge of the pitch )
N = the riser height of each individual row of seats
R = the vertical height between the persons eye level and the point of focus ( pitch level )
T = the depth of each individual row of seats
C-value = 60mm - Need to look between heads in front
C-value = 90mm - Can see well with head tilted backwards
C-value = 120mm - Optimal viewing standard
C-value = 150mm - Can see well even if over spectators with hats
3.1.6 Vision
3.1.6.1 Field of Vision
3.1.6.2 C-value




3.1.7.1 Zone Distribution & Capacity Control
In research from Moussavi (2014, p. 474), a complex of circulation zones, spaces and elements - concourses , 
gangways, vomitories - ensure safe entry and exit as well as the separation of categories of users - spectators, 
disabled spectators, VIPs, players, offi cials.
Zones: Stadiums are divided into fi ve zones to ensure safe escape in the case of fi re and for crowd management: 
Zone 1: playing fi eld; 
Zone 2: the bowl; 
Zone 3: the concourse surrounding the playing fi eld; 
Zone 4: the exterior circulation area surrounding the stadium structure and separating it from the security 
line; 
Zone 5: the open space outside the outer security line separating it from the car parks.
Subdividing the total ground capacity into sectors of about 2,500-3,000 spectators facilitates crowd control 
and allows a more even distribution of toilets, bars and restaurants. Each zone should have independent circula-
tion routes, and different categories of spectators need to be divided, such as seated vs. standing, or fans from 
opposing clubs (Moussavi, 2014, p. 475). 
In research from Moussavi (2014, p. 475), 
“The location of these depends  on three factors, the requirements of which may confl ict  with each  other: First, 
to avoid congestion, entrances should be equally spaced; Second, to reduce hostilities between fans of 
opposing clubs, their entrances should be separated; Third, the grouping of entrances could be preferred 
for reasons of staffi ng and security.
Other entrances: VIP entrance; emergency service (between Zones 5 and 4); separate fl ood exits located at 
regular intervals around the perimeter, preferably in a direct line with the exits and staircases in Zones 2 and 3.
Dedicated entrances for disabled fans: In addition to the provision of such entrances, positions designated for 
wheelchair users should have a view which is comparable to that of general spectators.”






The venue entry and exit points during the Olympic Games period are a key component of venue design 
for Olympic use. Several factors should be taken into consideration when planning, including: walking 
distances for constituent groups, dedicated entry for athletes, hours of operation, type and level of security 
screen, waiting times to enter the venue prior to the competition beginning and fl ows of constituents to and 
from the entry and exit points (IOC, 2005, p. 31).
Level of the playing fi eld: This can coincide with the spectators’ entrance level or it can be lower. If it is lower, 
spectators can enter the bowl midway and all at maximum half the distance  up and down to reach their 
seats. This option can help to reduce construction costs, as half the seats would be supported by the ground 
(Moussavi, 2014, p. 475).
3.1.7.4.a. Entrance & Exit
3.1.7.4.d. Vertical Components
3.1.7.4.e. Circulation Guide - Signage
3.1.7.4.b. Concourses
3.1.7.3.a. Arrival - Site
3.1.7.3.b. Arrival - Outside Concourses
3.1.7.4.c. Horizontal Components 
Entrance routes for spectators should be kept simple, giving them just one choice when the route is Y- or T-shaped. Exit routes should follow a branching tree 
pattern. From the individual seat to the exit gate the spectator should pass from a smaller branch to a larger one to reach a public road. This progression 
should be gradual to avoid congestion. A clear view of at least two exits must be provided at all times (Moussavi, 2014, p. 475).
The staircases should be distributed in equal proportion around the stadium in order to adequately serve every section of the bowl, allowing easy 
access to the upper tiers and vomitories (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 64). They should be correctly dimensioned to fully and safely 
handle the volume and fl ow of spectators allocated to a given section of the stadium. The dimensioning of the treads and the handrails should fully 
comply with all national and international safety regulations (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 64). If available, lifts are generally reserved 
for disabled supporters, VIPs and maintenance staff, and are located accordingly. Lifts are not usually designated for general use, as there would 
never be enough capacity to meet demand (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 64-65).
The signage should enable any person arriving at the stadium for the fi rst time to understand precisely where they are, where they need to go and, just 
as importantly, where not to go. Good signage should be comprehensive, covering not just the main concourses and other public fl ow areas, but every 
single room in the building (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 65).
There are many ways to provide adequate signage in a stadium, both for the benefi t of those accessing the stadium in normal circumstances and, 
vitally, to facilitate all evacuation and emergency measures to ensure a safe and speedy exit from the building by all users. Ideally, the stadium signage 
scheme should be indicated clearly on all tickets, so that spectators have in their a hand a “map” of how to reach their individual seat. It should also be 
available on the club or stadium website, enabling spectators to access it via their mobile phones or other Internet-enabled devices (UEFA Guide To 
Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 65). All approaches to the stadium, including the entry/exit gates, doors and turnstiles, must also be adequately and clearly 
signposted using universally understood pictograms  (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 65).
The concourses are the passages inside the stadium through which spectators get from the main entrance to their seats. The concourse areas must be 
wide enough to allow a smooth fl ow of people before, during and after the match and also, of course, allow for the safe evacuation of the stadium in 
the event of an emergency (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 63-64). Even at times where crowd fl ow is at its peak (i.e. before and after the 
match and during the half-time interval), spectators should be able to circulate freely within the concourse areas, so that they can access the general 
exits, staircases, concessions and welfare facilities with minimum fuss (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 64).
According to UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, (2010, p. 63)Turnstiles are the most common entry control system, and there are a variety of different 
types available. A well-designed turnstile system will help to ensure ordered and controlled access and protect the safety of spectators. Turnstiles also 
enable a detailed head count to be completed, which means total attendance can be quickly calculated. In addition, they provide a check against the 
use of counterfeit tickets, given the tighter control at the point of access. All modern turnstile systems should have provisions for disabled access in place, 
unless alternative dedicated entry points are available (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 63).
Circulation design should focus on individual controlled access and rapid independent circulation from the exterior access points to the fi nal internal 
destination of each category of stadium user before, during and after the match. This enables the stadium operators to provide adequate and effi cient 
control measures throughout the duration of the event (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 63).
Once beyond the building line, spectators will move onto the external concourse or podium. This large outdoor area provides a critical space for the 
circulation of much of the stadium population, either inside or outside of the turnstile line. Typically, a clear zone of around 15 m should be provided to 
accommodate circulating crowds. However, where podium exits or onward routes to transport nodes are not evenly dispersed, the external circulation 
areas should respond accordingly (Culley & Pascoe, 2015, p. 69).
An estimate of where spectators will look to travel after an event is essential in determining whether the podium will be suffi cient to accommodate them. 
This is where the process of crowd modeling within the stadium begins to segue with the spectator transport strategy (Culley & Pascoe, 2015, p. 69).
In research from Moussavi (2014, p. 474),
“Gangways: These are the stepped passages between the rows of seating.
Vomitories: These are enclosed stairways and passageways leading from the internal concourses into the bowl.
Tunnels: These must be located between dressing rooms for access of players and offi cials.





3.1.7.5.a. Safety index of stadium evacuation
3.1.7.5.b. Safety Capacity
Circulation on the bowl varies in different type and number of tiers which 
also affect the evacuation time, and how human fl ow in the stadium.
Evacuation time in terms of minutes is perhaps the most important performance-based index for evaluating the effectiveness of stadium 
evacuation. The maximum allowable evacuation time value in building codes is a reference for architects to calculate the total width 
of the exits during schematic design phase. Eight minutes is an international common sense for large stadiums. However, the detailed 
requirements of time allowed vary in different countries and regions. 
Green Guide in UK recommends that escape time from any seat, in all new stadias constructed of concrete and steel, must be no 
more than eight minutes (Green Guide 2008). Unfortunately, it does not specify where the escapee should be after eight minutes. 
The requirement in Italy is that it must be possible to clear the seating  areas of all spectators in fi ve minutes, and then to clear the entire 
building structure of spectators in a further fi ve minutes (Sheard et al. 2007). 
FIFA suggest that all spectators should ideally be able to enter a free-fl owing exit system within a maximum of eight minutes (FIFA 
Guidelines 2008). 
The building code in China requires 6-8 minutes safety evacuation design for large stadiums based on the capacity differences 
(Design Code for Sports Buildings 2003). 
The safe capacity is a mandatory requirement which focuses, as the name suggests, on ensuring maximum safety for spectators (UEFA 
Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 50). Safe capacity can broadly be defi ned as the maximum capacity that will allow for a full 
and safe evacuation of the stadium via dedicated access and exit points within the time limits defi ned by local or national regulations 
(UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 50). The main access and exit points are the turnstile entrances and emergency exits 
around the stadium perimeter, together with the concourses, vomitories and staircases within the stadium building. If the total capacity 
of the spectator area within the stadium bowl is lower than the capacity of the access and exit points, then this lower fi gure will 
be considered as the safe capacity of the stadium (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 50).
It is now widely accepted that all spectators should be able to exit the stadium bowl to a point of safety within a maximum of eight 
minutes. This is based on a maximum fl ow rate through the stadium exits of 660 people an hour. However, there may be some scope 
for variation based on the size and design of the venue and, in particular, its level of fi re resistance (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 
2010, p. 50).The safe capacity also assumes an upper limit on the number of seats per row per aisle, which will be defi ned by local 
building standards . The safe capacity should exclude any seats located on rows where the number of seats served by a given aisle 
exceeds the maximum permitted in the regulations  (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 50). The safe capacity fi gure for the 
stadium should be recorded in the appropriate safety certifi cate, as required by the relevant local authorities (UEFA Guide To Quality 
Stadiums, 2010, p. 50).
Bottom grandstand embedded in the landscape 
with one tier above ground. Access via a central 
ring that serve upper and down tiers
Bottom grandstand embedded in the landscape 
with two tiers above ground. Access via two rings 
that serve all tiers
Independent grandstand. Access via bottom ring 
that serve all tiers.
Independent grandstand with double tiers.Access 
via one ring that serve all tiers.
Simple grandstand embedded in the landscape.






































Sporting-related facilities are usually arranged under the ground and tend to close to the playing fi eld. 
On one hand, it creates opportunities to provide more public space, and on the other hand, It greatly 
facilitates the actions of athletes. Effectively separate sports and non-sports people. Modern stadium 
design more focuses on social interaction. The introduction of a profi table service and business program 
will be benefi cial to improve the stadium service and experience of the spectator, provide economic 
benefi ts for a stadium for the long term. Favorably slow down the post-Olympic effect of the stadium. 






















































































































































































































































































































































3.1.9 Structure & Materials



















3.1.9.3 Foundation 3.1.9.5 Roof
3.1.9.6 Facade3.1.9.4 Bowl
In common with all building and infrastructure projects, many of the major risks lie in the ground. This is 
especially true on sites where the soil and groundwater have been heavily contaminated, and costs can 
escalate enormously in unexpected ways if the site appraisal has not been properly executed (Culley & 
Pascoe, 2015, p. 53).
A good roof design needs to take into account factors such as shading of the pitch and adequate expo-
sure to sunlight. Lack of light will mean less than optimal conditions for the turf, reducing the lifespan of the 
pitch and possibly necessitating expensive artifi cial lighting systems to supplement natural light sources. 
It is also  important that the roof and facade allow for adequate natural ventilation of the pitch. If this 
is impeded by the design, artifi cial ventilation  systems may be required, and these are also expensive 
(UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 80).
The effect of contrasting sun and shaded areas on the pitch can affect the players, which, in turn, is likely 
to have a negative impact on the quality of the game; it could also prevent good TV coverage. These 
risks should be studied in advance and pre-empted in the design of the stadium envelope  (UEFA Guide 
To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 81).
Covering a stadium inevitably requires complex structural solutions because of the need to eliminate 
all visual impediments from the seating. Very large structural spans will be necessary, and these are 
both costly and technically very diffi cult to engineer (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 2010, p. 80).
The architects and engineers will have to determine the best structural design for the stadium roof. There 
are many options available. Their decision will depend on whether the stadium is to be fully or partially 
covered, on the specifi cs of the architect’s design concept and, of course on the available budget. If the 
stadium is only to be partially covered, priority is generally given to the main stand, which is normally 
located to the west of the pitch, and then to the opposite (east) stand (UEFA Guide To Quality Stadiums, 
2010, p. 81).
Stadiums need to be developed using the best resources and materials available in any given country, as 
well as in accordance with the international and local technical and legal regulations in force at the time 
(Culley & Pascoe, 2015, p. 53). The most appropriate structural system will not only depend on the country 
in question and the regulations in force with regard to structural solutions; it could also be infl uenced by 
the preferences of the main contractor, whose decision is likely to be affected by factors such as time and 
availability (Culley & Pascoe, 2015, p. 53). The use of prefabricated beams and stepped seating for the 
stadium bowl offer the advantage that fabrication will be completed prior to delivery on site, which can 








Olympic Stadium of Athens
The  tu r f  o f  t he  p lay ing  f ie ld  has 
been accommodated in removable 
modules. 105X68m rectangular pitch is 
surrounded by a 9-lane track. 
Capacity: 72,000 seats
Tier: Double Tiers seating arrangement 
with two rings that serve all two tiers.
Its construction was revolutionary and 
involved the use of a prefabrication 
method for the 34 sets of concrete pillars 
supporting the stands (each weighed 
600 tons)
Glass Facade
The two giant arcs have a total span 
of 304m and a maximum height of 
72m. The bearing structure of each arc 
is tubular steel joined by cables to a 
torque tube, which supports a series of 







Access via a central ring that serve upper 
and down tiers
Seating Angle
Seating angle in upper tier is 40.0°
Seating angle in lower tier is 20.0°
Athens Olympic Stadium is a part of the Athens 
Olympic Sports Complex and is named after 
the first modern Olympic marathon gold 
medalist in 1896, Spyros Louis.. The stadium is 





































Sectored Block TypeRadial Block Layout
Spectator’s vision is facing 
toward the center of playing 
field,  and the seating block is 
constant
Vomitory Type in Block
Gangway + vomitory.
Seat Type in Block
Fixed Seat
Seating angle in upper tier is 40.0°
Seating angle in lower tier is 20.0°
NW-SE Section





Its construction was revolutionary 
and involved the use of a 
prefabrication method for the 34 
sets of concrete pillars supporting 
the stands (each weighed 600 tons)
Geometry Division Module
Arch Roof
The two giant arcs have a 
total span of 304m and a 
maximum height of 72m. 
The bearing structure of 
each arc is tubular steel 
joined by cables to a 
torque tube, which 
supports a series of 




112 Steel sections 
provide the support to 
the upper bowl. 12,000 
bolts were used to fix the 






Outer Membrane: 40,000 sq. meters 
of single-ply ETFE sheeting protect from 
elements.
Inner Membrane: 50,000 sq. meters 
Tefl on shield ensures perfect accoustics.
Roof
40,000 tonnes of welded steel frames 
optimazed to withstand earthquakes. 24 
main columns support structural load, 
each weighing 1,000 tonnes.
Helps supporting the concourse, seating 
area, and other programs.
Capacity: 80,000 permanent,11,000 
temporary.
Tier: the bowl has three tiers on the east 
and west sides, and two on the north 
and south.
Modular Turf System
Around 6,500 turf trays of planted 
grass cover 7,400 sq. meters like floor 
tiles. Damaged trays can be easilly 
replaced. 325x170m rectangular pitch 





Herzog & de Meuron (2008)









Bottom Ring: serves only lower tier.
Two Middle Rings: serves both up and 
down of two middle tiers.
Two Arches: serves upper and lower 
seating area in the upper tier.
Sectored Block TypeRadial Block Layout
Spectator’s vision is facing toward 
the center of playing field,  and the 
seating block is constant
Vomitory Type in Block




Seating angle in upper tier is 33.7°
Seating angle in middle tier is 28.5°
Seating angle in lower tier is 17.0°
Seat Type in Block
Fixed Seat
Seating angle in upper tier is 33.7°
Seating angle in middle tier is 28.5°
Seating angle in lower tier is 17.0°
E-W Section
Scale  1’ = 1/20”
Inner Membrane
50,000 sq. meters 
Teflon shield ensures 
perfect accoustics.
Beijing National Stadium is a multi-purpose 
outdoor stadium at Olympic Green, a 
Olympic Park in Beijing. The stadium is oriented  
North-South direction.
Site
























40,000 tonnes of welded 
steel frames optimazed to 
withstand earthquakes. 24 
main columns support 
structural load, each 
weighing 1,000 tonnes.
Upper Tier
Pre-cast Concrete Seats 





40,000 sq. meters of 

















Access via two rings that serve all tiers:
The upper ring serves both up and down of 
the upper tier while the bottom ring serves 
only lower tier.
Sectored Block TypeRadial Block Layout
Spectator’s vision is facing toward 
the center of playing field,  and the 
seating block is constant
Vomitory Type in Block




Seating angle in upper tier is 28.5°
Seating angle in lower tier is 15.0°
Seat Type in Block
Folding Seats
Seating angle in upper tier is 28.5°
Seating angle in lower tier is 15.0°
E-W Section
Scale  1’ = 1/20”
25,000m2 PVC  Fabric
Cut into 112 strips cover 68% of the 
spectators and is the protection against the 
wind, a crucial factor that could play 
against the athletes’ record breaking efforts
1 Inner Tension Ring
450 tonnes of steel tubing 
recycled from old gas pipes
London Stadium is a multi-purpose outdoor 
stadium at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in 
the Stratford district of London. The stadium is 






















2 Steel Tensed Cables
12,000m
3 Outer ring
90 tonnes each section
Upper Tier
55,000 temporary seats. 
Steel-frame support for 
upper tier.
Lower Tier
25,000 permanent seats in 
concrete bowl, sunk into 
ground.
Lighting Towers
Towers were located over the 
inner ring helping the stadium 
to reach its 60m height. Each 
one weighs 34 tonnes and has 
a power of 70,000 watts.
532 floodlights are used in the 
14 towers.
Bowl Supporting Structure
112 Steel sections provide the support to 
the upper bowl. 12,000 bolts were used 
to fix the temporary black section in 
place.
Columns
Support the rings and light towers’ weight. 
All the metal structures of the stadium were 
bolted instead of welded to be easily 
dismantled after the games.












Stadium in a sport park
Connectivity 2/5
Visual Impact 1/5
Top Tension Ring: 2,500 tonnes of steel 
tubing recycled from old gas pipes.
PVC  Fabric: PVC coated polyester 
fabric membrane supported by cable 
net structure - to minimize wind on 
track - covers 68% of spectators.
Lighting Towers:14 towers housing 532 
fl oodlights.
The wrap banners are made of 336 
Panels, each 25m high, 2.5m wide 
twis ted by 90°.  The panels  are 
made of eco-friendly plastic and ink 
materials, making 35% lighter.
112 Steel sections provide the support 
to the upper bowl. 12,000 bolts were 
used to fi x the temporary black section 
in place.
It is composed of two tiers on the east 
side and three tiers on the west, each 
at a different angle. The lower tier is 
a cast-in-place concrete, while the 
upper tier is a demountable structure 
made of lightweight steel and pre-cast 
concrete.
9 0 x 71 m  r e c t a n g u l a r  p i t c h  i s 
surrounded by a 9-lane track. 360 
rolls of turf were perfectly positioned to 














The best and most popular geometry of the bowl for Olympic National Stadium is an oval shape. The 
most common layout of the stadium bowl is biaxial symmetry and radial to the center of the playing 
fi eld. The oval geometry and special layout result in a parabolic curve that provides the best quality of 
spectator’s vision. 
The vision of the fi eld is also controlled by the angle maximum of 34 degrees of tiers and ideal distance 
which should be controlled within the maximum of 190 meters from the center of the fi eld to the seats. 
The structural system is composed of two parts: the bowl and the roof. The bowl structure is typically 
divided into several amounts of structure modules to be easily fabricated and constructed. Steel and 
concrete are primarily used to make the bowl structure. In some designs, the skin component wrapped 
around the stadium is connected to the bowl structure, however, the skin component is designed with the 
roof structure as a whole. 
The roof structure is not necessary for stadium design of the early 20th century but becomes an extremely 
important component in modern stadium design regarding the spectators’ experience. The design of the 
structure relies on the long-span structure technology and innovation of new materials to approach 
better roof and skin design which improves human experience and energy effi ciency in the stadium. 
To approach certain levels of security and fi re protection in the modern stadium design requirements, the 
circulation paths are divided into fi ve zones to ensure safe escape in the case of fi re and for crowd 
management. The evacuation time from all points in the stadium should be controlled within 8 minutes 




































4.0 Design Process Proposal
Carrying the discoveries and knowledge of spatial transformation method from chapter 2.
At the micro level, applying spatial transformation methods to stadium module by carefully keeping in 
mind all design standards, dimension, scale, and structural components of stadium typology from chapter 
3, understanding the restriction of design, and considering all existing components, especially structure, as 
"existing site condition".
Through comparison, improvement, questioning, and innovation, different modules are integrated into a 
new whole community, so that it not only conforms to the architectural language of original stadium, but 
also adapts to the urban fabric, and then further optimizes the program, fl ow, and shape. To provide better 
community services and realize the original intention of sustainable and healthy communities
At macro level, to understand the general site condition of the modern Olympic stadium, and to 
understand what kind of community the city needs. Whether the community and the stadium in a broad 
sense can be connected to some extent.
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04 Design Analysis
Park extension & continuity
Linkage to the city by following Urban 
Fabric




























4 layouts are generated based on the knowledge of stadium typology 
srudy, especially structure division and spatial layout Non-residential Zone Residential Zone Residential Zone


























































































































































































































































Longitudinal & transverse girders
Columns
Removable components:
Longitudinal & transverse  Beams
Tribune Beams
All small division could be demolished

















4.3.1 Module Components to be demolished 4.3.2 Module Density Study
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04 Design Analysis
Residential is the most important program in given contexts. Studying the residential 










Small  garden balcony















Vertical & Horizontal 
Lateral
Stepped Block












Centerline of concourse Centerline of concourse Centerline of concourse Centerline of concourse
Shift
Possible but limited








4.3.5 Module Patten Study















Vertical @ Horizontal Central
Solar Orientation















4.3.6 Module Layout & Capacity Study
Block Orientation in Plan View
Road
Block Orientation in Plan View
Road
Circulation Pattern Circulation Pattern
Isometric Circulation Pattern Isometric Circulation Pattern
Block Layout Block Layout
Structure Skeleton Preservation Rate Floor Slab Preservation Rate Tier Preservation Rate
Floor Slab Adding Rate
96% 65% 50%
10%
Structure Skeleton Preservation Rate Floor Slab Preservation Rate Tier Preservation Rate
Floor Slab Adding Rate
93% 95% 30%
15%





7th Level 7th Level
6th Level 6th Level
5th Level 5th Level
4th Level 4th Level
3rd Level 3rd Level
2nd Level
Circulation Residential Communal Space
2nd Level
S6P5 Solar DiagramS6P2 Program S6P2 Solar Diagram












Supplmentary site is not an actual site but a created site 
contains specific conditions based on stadium typology 
study. The Olympic Stadium is located in an urban area 
with a high density of population and is equipped with a 
relatively complete infrastructure and transportation Systems 







































5.1 Design Phasing Proposal
The stadium is no longer displaced after games. Recycling components for other 
purposes and repurpose the stadium within the Skelton of stadium structure. The city 
grows on some of the existing landscape area and de-monumentalize the stadium.
Phase 01: Olympic Stadium constructured for game Phase 03: Revitalization based on differentiated 
program requirements
Phase 02: Recycled and demolished components 
after game
Phase 04: Integrate into the urban fabric based on 
what city needs in the future
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05 Design Synthesis
Roll up the linear city to fi t into basics stadium geometry
Rearrange the program and building skyline control
Remodel based on restriction of structure grid and existing condition
Integrate green space








Amenities & Commercial District
Cultural District
Recreation & Sport District
Existing Structure Skeleton
5.3 Program
Residential as the primary program in the design is 
divided into 3 parts and placed almost evenly in the 
ova geometry of the stadium.
Functional blocks are placed in between residential 
blocks. The sports district remains where the playing 
fi eld was located.
Greenspace on the top level and between every 
two blocks as transit and connectors to bring blocks 
interacts with each other but still separated in some 
degrees.
Large parking and landscaped area could be 
converted into new programs based on what the 







Green Tansition & Connection 
Amenities & Commercial District
Cultural District



















































66 Small Units 1-2 
occumpants





103 Small Units 1-2 occumpants




4 Small Units 1-2 occumpants
























































Access to Bus Station
Access to Playing Field



















A - A’ SECTION: Access from ground level to underground level.












C - C’ SECTION: Relationship of residential units, structure start to be manipulated.
D - D’ SECTION: Activity blocks remains the architectural language of the original stadium.
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05 Design Synthesis
View from the entry to the underground level. Stadium community starts to have dialogue to the city, 
and connection to the underground level which has been revitalized for the city.
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05 Design Synthesis
View from new urban block generated on the original stadium landscape spot to school space within 
the stadium structure. The new development conveys comfort on the scale.
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View from one of the residential units to the stadium community. The unique geometry of the stadium 
allows people have more interactions with each other.
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With the continuous development of technology and construction methods, contemporary stadiums have been 
developed in a diversifi ed direction with more and more functions. In fact, the rate of abandoned stadiums is 
showing a downward trend, which is a great trend. With the deepening of my research, I found that the low 
utilization rate of the stadium is often not caused by architectural design, but caused by many factors other than 
architectural design. For example, the stadium has a very low utilization rate after the game, and each country 
is also different. In the United States, sports are advocated by all people, and stadiums are rarely abandoned, 
except for a few exceptions. However, in China or Athens, the people’s enthusiasm for sports is not as high as 
that of the American people. In China, the generally preferred types of sports are mostly small sports, such as 
table tennis and badminton. Unlike American football, these sports do not require large venues. It can be seen 
that the differences in national sports culture have also led to the low utilization of large stadiums. Of course, 
economics and preliminary planning are also important infl uencing factors. The post-Olympic use of the stadium 
is a very complex issue, which is jointly determined by many factors other than architectural design. Therefore, 
post-Olympic use requires the joint efforts of all sectors of society in the future.
In my design, I transformed the stadium into a miniature city and a community. In fact, designing a large-scale 
community is not a simple matter, and integrating a community into the original architectural language of the 
gymnasium is very challenging but meaningful. Although my thesis is only a proposal, it is a good wish for me to 
prevent our city from being scattered by the cold monumental buildings. Instead, it is to transform these buildings 
into new communities as a way to connect people to communicate and have more social interactions. The new 
community will create a more active and healthy urban environment, and encourage people to live positively 
and healthier.
The design of the community must not be a simple stacking of programs, but to look farther and think about the 
new generation of communities that may be produced in the next ten, thirty, or even fi fty years. The pandemic 
also makes us re-examine the new community environment. I think that in the future community vision, we should 
not be committed to isolating everyone without leaving home, but should think about how to create a sanitary 
and healthy living environment, even if there is that we will not be at a loss when a similar situation occurs. The 
convenience created by architectural design and urban planning is to improve the quality of life, not to make 
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